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Abstract 1 

Defining the transition from benign to malignant tissue is fundamental to improve early 2 

diagnosis of cancer. Here, we provide an unsupervised approach to study spatial genome 3 

integrity in situ to describe previously unidentified clonal relationships. We employed spatially 4 

resolved transcriptomics to infer spatial copy number variations in >120 000 regions across 5 

multiple organs, in benign and malignant tissues. We demonstrate that genome-wide copy 6 

number variation reveals distinct clonal patterns within tumours and in nearby benign tissue 7 

using an organ-wide approach focused on the prostate. Our results suggest a model for how 8 

genomic instability arises in histologically benign tissue that may represent early events in 9 

cancer evolution. We highlight the power of capturing the molecular and spatial continuums in a 10 

tissue context and challenge the rationale for treatment paradigms, including focal therapy. 11 
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Main 1 

Mutations can either be inherited or acquired (somatic). Inherited genomic alterations are readily 2 

identifiable as these are present in all cells while somatic mutations are usually only present in a 3 

small fraction of cells. In order to obtain spatial information of these rarer non-heritable genetic 4 

events occurring in cancer, studies have commonly used laser capture microdissection to retrieve 5 

histologically (or biomarker) defined tissue regions or even single cells. These studies have an 6 

inherent bias as only a limited number of spatial regions or single cells per tissue section can be 7 

collected and examined. The possibility to perform spatial genome analysis without being 8 

confined by histological boundaries would therefore provide an important contribution to 9 

delineate the clonal architecture in tumours and co-existing benign tissue. 10 

Spatially resolved transcriptomics has emerged as a genome-wide methodology to explore 11 

tissues in an unsupervised manner1. In this study we infer genome-wide copy-number variations 12 

(CNV) from spatially resolved mRNA profiles in situ (Fig. 1a). Gene expression has previously 13 

been used to inferCNVs in single cells, successfully identifying regions of chromosomal (chr) 14 

gain and loss2. Here we expand into a spatial modality generating CNV calls in each spatial 15 

region represented by barcoded spots. First, we sought corroboration that inferCNV (iCNV) data 16 

could accurately mirror DNA-based phylogenies, using simultaneously extracted single cell 17 

RNA, and DNA3 (Extended Data Fig. 1a). Next, we successfully recapitulated published DNA-18 

based phylogenies in prostate cancer using RNA from the same samples4–6 (Extended Data Fig. 19 

1b, c). To ensure that we robustly could capture sufficient and accurate CNV information from 20 

individual spots from a multifocal tumour model, and use this information to deduce clonal 21 

relationships between cells, we then designed an in-silico system to synthesise a tissue 22 

containing multiple clones determined by stochastic copy number (CN) mutations in a single 23 
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artificial chromosome. Using a probabilistic method to generate gene expression from such 1 

mutations we then interrogated the expression data using iCNV, while blind to the underlying 2 

‘ground-truth’ CN status, and successfully recapitulated both the CN status and the clonal 3 

groupings (Extended Data Fig. 2a-c). 4 

Next, we used a cross section of an entire prostate organ to explore the spatial iCNV landscape 5 

of a commonly multifocal malignancy7. The specimen was obtained by open radical 6 

prostatectomy and an axial section was taken from the mid-gland. The axial section was 7 

subdivided into cubes (Fig. 1a, b) and corresponding tissue sections were histologically graded 8 

using the Gleason grading system8 identifying extensive intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH) in the 9 

context of surrounding benign tissue (Fig. 1b, e). We obtained organ-wide transcriptional 10 

information from 21 cubes (tissue sections) and > 21 000 barcoded regions (100 micron spots) 11 

with a mean average of 3500 expressed genes detected per barcoded spot9. We then analysed the 12 

transcriptional data using factorized negative binomial regression (Extended Data Fig. 3a). This 13 

provided an unsupervised view of gene expression factors (GEFs) over the cross section of the 14 

prostate (Fig. 1c). Twenty-five factors showed overlap between histology and GEFs representing 15 

tumour, hyperplasia and benign epithelia annotated by the factor marker genes, as previously 16 

reported10 (Fig. 1f). Several GEFs provided distinct ‘clonal’ appearances and were associated 17 

with tumour regions (Fig. 1f, right panel). Next, we undertook a spatial iCNV analysis to provide 18 

an overall landscape of genome integrity (Fig. 1d) identifying certain regions with increased 19 

iCNV activity (V1_1, H2_1, H1_1, H1_5, H2_5; Fig. 1g) while the majority of the tissue area 20 

appears to be CN neutral. These initial results suggested that iCNVs could identify tissue 21 

regions, at organ scale, with inferred genomic variability, distinct from morphology or 22 

expression analysis. 23 
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To increase the fidelity of our analysis of variable iCNV regions we took advantage of smaller 1 

55 micron diameter barcoded spots (Visium, 10x Genomics), reducing the number of cells to 2 

approximately 5-10 per spot, to perform a more detailed interrogation of seven key sections. We 3 

first validated the increased precision of this higher resolution platform using the synthetic tissue 4 

method (Extended Data Fig. 2d, e). We next obtained data from approximately 30 000 spots 5 

using factorized negative binomial regression resulting in 24 spatially distinct GEFs (Extended 6 

data Fig. 3b). Two pathologists independently annotated each spot to provide consensus 7 

pathology and histology scoring (Fig. 1e). We then investigated clonal relationships across the 8 

investigated tissue using iCNVs. Having established the association between gene expression 9 

factors and certain regions of interest (Fig. 1c, f) we wanted to determine the degree of clonal 10 

CN heterogeneity in these regions. After designating all histologically benign spots as a 11 

reference set (Extended Data Fig. 3c) it was immediately apparent that while certain GEFs 12 

displayed a fairly homogenous inferred genotype (e.g. GEF 7, 14 and 22, Extended Data Fig. 13 

3d), others were strikingly heterogeneous (e.g. GEF 10, Extended Data Fig. 3e). 14 

Prompted by the realization that certain regions annotated as histologically benign displayed CN 15 

heterogeneity (Fig. 1d), we refined the reference set to those spots which were both 16 

histologically benign (outside the regions of interest) and also lacking any iCNV (Extended Data 17 

Fig. 4). This constituted a ‘pure benign’ reference set for all subsequent iCNV analyses, unique 18 

to each patient. It was apparent from cancer-wide inferred genotype (Fig. 2a-e) that there was 19 

evidence of clonally distributed CN heterogeneity within areas of spatially homogeneous 20 

Gleason pattern (Fig. 2a, d, e). We constructed a clone-tree to describe sequential clonal events 21 

versus independently arising cancer-clones (Fig. 2b). It was apparent that two cancer clones 22 

lacked key truncal events including a loss of a region of chr 16q and 8p which were otherwise 23 
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ubiquitous across all cancer clones (clones A and B, Fig. 2a, b). These clones were spatially 1 

restricted to section H1_2 containing a region of low-grade Gleason Grade Group 1, discussed 2 

later. The majority of clonally related spots were located around the largest focus of Gleason 3 

Grade Group 4 disease with a striking pattern of truncal and branching events (clones H, I, J and 4 

K). We therefore focused on this dominant region of cancer (spanning sections H1_4, H1_5 and 5 

H2_5), to establish a first view of the interplay between spatial architecture and clonal dynamics 6 

(remaining sections in Extended data Fig. 5a, b). 7 

To construct clone-trees, we assumed that: (i) groups of cells containing identical CN profiles 8 

were more likely to be related, than to have arisen by chance; and (ii) somatic CN events must be 9 

acquired sequentially over time, the more numerous the events, the more distinct the clone. 10 

Using this approach, we observed a common ancestral clone (clone H, Fig. 2b) containing 11 

truncal events including CN loss on chr 6q and 16q, and CN gain on 12q and 16q. These were 12 

clearly located in two tissue regions: an area of Gleason Grade Group 2 on the medial side of the 13 

main tumour focus (section H1_4) and a region described as ‘transition state’ by consensus 14 

pathology at the upper mid edge (section H2_5). These conserved iCNV features in distinct 15 

spatial locations are noteworthy. A possible explanation is that clone H represents a linear 16 

sequence of branching morphology in the prostatic glandular system11, and that further somatic 17 

events took place giving rise to clones I, J and K forming a high-grade tumour focus (Fig. 2b), 18 

which pushed apart the branching histology due to an aggressive expansile phenotype. For the 19 

first time we have a spatial imprint of these events in prostate tissue. We also propose that some 20 

CNVs may be of particular pathological significance (Extended data Fig. 4d) based on spatial 21 

molecular phylogeny. Our analysis therefore provides insight into processes of tumour clonal 22 

evolution, identifying discriminating events by spot-level CNV calling in a spatial context. 23 
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Given this discovery of a discordance between cellular phenotype and inferred genotype, we then 1 

undertook a detailed interrogation of section H2_1 in the left peripheral zone of the prostate (Fig. 2 

1c, 2c) containing roughly equal proportions of cancer and benign tissue. We profiled CN status 3 

of every spot in this section and ordered these spots by hierarchical clustering into ‘clones’ A to 4 

G based on defined levels of cluster separation (Fig. 3a, b). Spatially, we observed that these 5 

data-driven ‘clone’ clusters were located in groups, broadly correlating with histological subtype, 6 

but with some important distinctions (Fig. 3c, d). We observed that many CNVs already 7 

occurred in benign tissue, clone C (Fig. 3a-d), most notably in chr 8, which has been well-8 

described in aggressive prostate cancer12–14, but also several other CN gains and losses. Spatially, 9 

this clone constituted a region of exclusively benign acinar cells branching off a duct lined by 10 

largely copy neutral cells in nearby clone A and B (Fig. 3d). The unobserved ancestor to clone C 11 

then gave rise to a further unobserved clone, and then cancer-containing clones E, F and G. 12 

While clone G was made up exclusively of Gleason Grade Group 2 cancer cells, clones E and F 13 

were mixed with up to 25% benign cells (Fig. 3d). The presence of somatic events in histological 14 

benign cells highlights, for the first time in prostate biology, that these clone groups traverse 15 

histological boundaries. 16 

In order to validate that this inferred CN status was truly representative of underlying genotype 17 

we used fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) probes to target two specific genes of 18 

discriminatory interest, MYC and PTEN, encompassed in the notable chromosomal changes in 19 

benign tissue clone C as well as high grade tumour clones, but absent in low grade disease. This 20 

confirmed that while the status of both genes was diploid in normal benign tissue (Clone A), 21 

MYC amplification and PTEN loss were evident in altered benign (Clone C) as well as in tumour 22 

clones (Clone F; Fig. 3e, Extended data Fig. 6). Going forward, we hypothesise that other 23 
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homogenous iCNV calls are accurate, based on the evidence provided by these two selected loci. 1 

This evidence suggests that somatic events, creating a mosaic of branching clones during ductal 2 

morphogenesis, are present even in histologically benign disease. It therefore follows that an 3 

understanding of this somatic mosaicism could distinguish which regions of benign glandular 4 

tissue may give rise to lethal cancer, and which will not. 5 

We considered the place of branching morphogenesis in the sequential acquisition of 6 

transformative events in a predominantly benign section of the prostate (section H2_1, also in 7 

section H2_2) (Extended data Fig. 7). Here we noted that such events seem to occur during the 8 

development of prostatic ducts and acinar branches, with changes occurring at key branching 9 

points, and the altered genotype passed on to daughter cells lining the ducts and glands of 10 

associated branches. Interestingly, not all cells in such branches displayed the same cellular 11 

structure, raising important questions as to why epithelial glands with seemingly identical 12 

inferred genotypes might display divergent histological phenotypes. 13 

In view of the above findings, we hypothesized that analysis of the inferred genotype of low 14 

grade cancer might reveal important differences to that of high grade cancer. Section H1_2 15 

contains a region of Gleason Grade Group 1 prostate cancer (Extended data Fig. 5d). As noted 16 

previously there were two clones (Fig. 2a, clones A and B) which lacked key changes in both chr 17 

8 and 16, with little in common with other cancer-bearing clones (Fig. 2c). A spot-wise re-18 

analysis of section H1_2 (including benign spots) revealed that these two clones, now labelled F 19 

and G were spatially grouped as two approximately equal halves of this region of Gleason Grade 20 

Group 1 cancer (Extended Data Fig. 5c, d). This is evidence that low grade prostate cancer is 21 

indeed fundamentally distinct from high grade, and raises the hypothesis that such cancer cannot 22 

become higher grade because it lacks essential somatic events. 23 
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To corroborate our findings, we first performed validation through an additional 37,000 spots 1 

from a cross-section of a further prostatectomy that confirmed the spatial continuum of benign 2 

clones in proximity to cancer with shared truncal events. We also confirmed the high degree of 3 

ITH of iCNV clones within prostate tumour loci (Extended Data Fig. 8), and the presence of key 4 

somatic events in benign prostate glands. We then generalized our findings in multiple organs 5 

(Fig. 4, Extended data Fig. 9). First, we analysed a benign lymph node displaying distinct gene 6 

expression clusters for different histological entities (such as germinal centres) and the iCNV 7 

analysis provided, as expected, a copy neutral profile for the entire tissue section (Fig. 4a, b). 8 

This provided further validation that iCNV clones are distinct from gene expression. We next 9 

analysed skin tissue containing both benign squamous epithelia and squamous cell carcinoma 10 

(SCC). For this, we obtained a patient-matched, benign reference set of RNA-sequenced single 11 

skin cells with confirmation from adjacent sections of benign histology15. Spatial iCNV 12 

identified four clones within the tissue, one of which corresponded to SCC containing several 13 

CN events. Importantly, two key events (partial chr 1 and 12 gain) were shared with another 14 

nearby clone composed entirely of histologically benign tissue (Fig. 4c, d). This substantiates our 15 

finding of iCNV clones traversing histological boundaries for an additional tumour type. To 16 

contrast these observations, we performed analysis of a sonic hedgehog (SHH) paediatric 17 

medulloblastomas (Fig. 4e, f) with sex and age matched samples. The results show a uniformly 18 

homogeneous spatial iCNV clone type throughout the tumour with key expected genetic 19 

alterations such as 3q gain (encoding PIK3CA) and a 9q deletion (encoding the PTCH1 gene) as 20 

well as short gain in 9p. These homogenous findings were validated by whole genome 21 

sequencing (WGS) of the tumour displaying distinct CNV calls for the three altered 22 

chromosomal regions identified by our iCNV analysis (Extended Data fig. 10). We further 23 
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analysed two additional tumour types without reference sets: ductal breast cancer and an adult 1 

glioblastoma (Extended Data Fig. 9). Here we confirmed a multifaceted spatial iCNV tumour 2 

landscape with multiple co-existing clone types in histological similar-appearing tumour tissue. 3 

For example, in ductal breast cancer (Extended Data Fig. 9k, l) we observed two distinct clone 4 

types (C and F), separated by stroma, with little or no CNV overlap). In the glioblastoma tissue 5 

we similarly identified five clone types that had sharp spatial demarcations separating the iCNV 6 

clones, despite being histologically similar (Extended Data Fig. 9m, n). Overall, the clonal 7 

appearances of ITH were clear as well as the overlap with tumour morphology. 8 

The tissue clone diversity over the five investigated tissue types was strikingly variable from 9 

homogenous to highly heterogeneous genomes in both tumours and benign tissue (Fig. 4k). We 10 

therefore believe that combining the iCNV information with the spatial gene expression patterns, 11 

which provides some functional understanding, and cell type mapping (using scRNAseq) could 12 

enable targeted treatment options for individual clones, ‘benign’ or tumour, that would not be 13 

easily attainable by any other means. 14 

In summary, we show that spatial transcriptomic data across multiple cancer types can robustly 15 

be used to infer copy number variation, as validated by FISH and WGS. Specifically, we 16 

performed an in-depth spatial analysis of the prostate organ that generated an unprecedented 17 

atlas of up to 50 000 tissue domains in a single patient, and 120 000 tissue domains across 10 18 

patients. For these domains we inferred genome-wide information in each spot, which facilitated 19 

data driven clone-generation in a tissue-wide fashion at high resolution. Importantly, the spatial 20 

information allowed us to identify small clonal units not evident from morphology which would 21 

therefore be overlooked by histologically-guided laser microdissection or even random sampling 22 

of single cells. We continue to show that in some tumour types, particularly prostate, glioma and 23 
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breast cancers, CNV analysis reveals distinct clonal patterns within tumours. Focusing on 1 

prostate cancer, those patterns, as defined by the conservation of CNVs across morphological 2 

entities, indicate hitherto unappreciated molecular relationships between histologically benign 3 

and cancerous regions. It is known that CNVs occur early in tumorigenesis14. We propose that 4 

CNVs can precede tumorigenesis and are a feature of glandular morphogenesis, with propagation 5 

of particular variants traversing disease pathology. This study shows that CNVs in regions of the 6 

genome that encode cancer drivers are truly early events, occurring in tissue regions currently 7 

unknown to and therefore ignored by pathologists (Extended Data Fig. 4d). Currently the risk 8 

stratification delivered by pathologists dictates to a significant degree treatment decisions and 9 

subsequent clinical outcome. Our study therefore provides a new and unbiased avenue to 10 

interrogate genomic integrity, adding to the armamentarium of cancer molecular pathology. Our 11 

findings provide a basis for improved early detection of clinically important cancers and 12 

improved patient outcomes for ubiquitous malignancies such as prostate cancer. Overall, our 13 

study raises important questions about cancer evolution, somatic mosaicism and tissue 14 

development.  15 
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Fig. 1 | Organ-wide spatial determination of transcript and CNV status. a, For organ-wide 1 

assessment axial segments of the prostate were divided into 5x5mm blocks for spatial 2 

transcriptomic analysis with spatially barcoded probes. The resulting spatial gene expression 3 

profile was accompanied by inferred copy number profile supported by spot-by-spot consensus 4 

pathology calls. Copy number features were used to detect clonal groups and instruct 5 

phylogenetic tree construction. Tissue specific analyses of multiple phenotypes were performed. 6 
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b, Histology status for each organ-wide section. Black dotted lines represent the area covered by 1 

spatial transcriptomics array surface. c, Spatial distribution of gene expression (see panel f). d, 2 

Spatial distribution of summed copy number events (see panel g). e, Representative spot-level 3 

consensus pathology for Section H2_5. Red circles = >50% cancer. White circles = >50% benign 4 

epithelium. Black circles = <50% of a single cell-type. f, UMAP principal component analysis of 5 

gene expression factors with representative close-up for Section H2_5. g, Total copy number 6 

events for each section with representative close-up for Section H2_5.  7 
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Fig. 2 | Specific somatic alterations in all cancer organ-wide analysis. a, Genome-wide 1 

derived analysis (inferCNV) for all Visium spots harbouring tumour from prostate patient 1. 2 

Clonal groupings of spots (approx. 10-15 cells each) determined by hierarchical clustering. b, 3 

Phylogenetic clone tree of tumour clones (from panel a), with grey clones representing 4 

unobserved, inferred common ancestors. Clone circle area is proportional to number of spots and 5 

branch length determined by weighted quantity of CNVs, both on a logarithmic scale. iCNV 6 

changes for each clone is available in Supplementary Table 1. c, Representation of all tissue 7 
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sections from prostate patient 1. Thicker black lines denote original boundaries annotated by 1 

initial clinical pathology. d, Consensus epithelial histological annotations for sections H1_4, 2 

H1_5 and H2_5, corresponding to the right tumour focus. e, Spatial visualization of tumour 3 

clones (Panel a). Dashed line marks areas where no spatial transcriptomics data was obtained due 4 

to being outside of barcoded array surfaces. 5 

Chr = chromosome. iCNV = inferred copy number variant. PIN = prostatic intra-epithelial 6 

neoplasia. GG = ISUP Gleason 'Grade Group'  7 
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Fig. 3 | Somatic events in both cancer and benign prostate epithelium. a, Genome-wide 1 

derived CNV analysis (iCNV) for each barcoded high-resolution spatial transcriptomic (ST) spot 2 

from Section H2_1, which contained a mixture of tumour and benign epithelia (red = gain; blue 3 

= loss). Clonal groupings of spots (approx. 10-15 cells each) determined by hierarchical 4 

clustering. b, Phylogenetic clone tree of all clones (from panel a). Proportion of benign epithelial 5 

cells in each clone as indicated. Specific CNV locations unique to Clone C are listed 6 
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(summarized by chr number where event is located, p/q arm and gain/loss; remainder of iCNV 1 

changes in Supplementary Table 2). c, Spatial visualization of histopathological status of each 2 

spot. Each spot assessed by two pathologists for consensus annotation with only spots >50% 3 

cellularity included. d, Spatial visualization of clone status of each spot. Clonal groupings cross 4 

histological boundaries. Branching point of prostatic duct (black arrow), indicates possible site of 5 

somatic events arising in Clone C (also Extended Data fig. 6). Dashed line marks areas where no 6 

spatial transcriptomics data was obtained due to being outside of barcoded array surfaces. e, 7 

FISH validation of two iCNVs: MYC, from chr8q; and PTEN, from chr10p (black arrow heads 8 

on panel a). Control probes (Ctrl) target centromeres for chr8 and chr10 respectively. 9 

Chr = chromosome. CNV = copy number variant. PIN = prostatic intra-epithelial neoplasia. GG 10 

= ISUP Gleason 'Grade Group'  11 
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Fig. 4 | Somatic copy-number alterations in cancer and benign histologies. a, b, Benign 1 

lymph node with distinct histological features and gene-expression heterogeneity (Panel b) 2 

harbouring no detected copy-number alterations (Panel a). Gene expression clusters determined 3 

by UMAP (Panel b). c, d, Skin containing squamous cell carcinoma (Clone A, red) as well as 4 

benign squamous epithelium (Clone C, yellow). Subset of somatic events visualized in cancer 5 

Clone A are also detected in adjacent benign epithelial Clone C. Panel d demonstrates 6 
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representative spot placement for adjacent benign and cancer regions. e, f, Monoclonal childhood 1 

medulloblastoma. iCNV in Chr 3 and 9 (Panel e), were corroborated by CN calls from WGS 2 

(Panel f, lower right). g, Clone distribution per tissue type. Circle area corresponds to numbers of 3 

spots per clone. Results from ductal breast cancer and glioblastoma are available in Extended 4 

Data Fig. 9. 5 

Chr=chromosome. InfCN = inferred Copy-Number Variant. UMAP = Uniform Manifold 6 

Approximation and Projection.  7 
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Methods and material 1 

Tissue specimens 2 

Whole prostates were obtained by open radical prostatectomy at Västerås Hospital. Each prostate 3 

was cut in two halves by a horizontal cut, the upper part (closest to the patient's head) was used 4 

and cut on a stepped 5 mm mould to obtain a 5 mm high cylinder. Next, stripes were cut out 5 

from the cylinder, and each stripe was cut into smaller cubes (total 21 for patient 1 and 28 for 6 

patient 2). All tissue cubes were fresh-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until 7 

embedding for cryosectioning. The childhood brain tumours were collected and provided by The 8 

Swedish Childhood Tumour Biobank and stored at −80 °C until embedding for cryosectioning. 9 

Datasets 10 

Human squamous cell carcinoma and case-matched dissociated normal skin cells (reference set) 11 

were provided from a published dataset15. The human lymph node, human adult glioblastoma 12 

multiforme (tumour grade IV) and human breast cancer (ductal carcinoma in situ, lobular 13 

carcinoma in situ, invasive carcinoma) datasets were provided from 10x Genomics 14 

(https://support.10xgenomics.com/spatial-gene-expression/datasets). 15 

Spatial Transcriptomics (1k arrays) 16 

For prostate (patient 1), all 21 tissue cubes were cryosectioned into 10 µm sections from the 17 

bottom (two sections per cube) for ST analysis. The sections were mounted onto spatially 18 

barcoded microarray slides. The protocol described in Ståhl et al. and Salmén et al was used to 19 

prepare all mounted sections with few modifications9,16. Fixation was performed for 10 min at 20 

room temperature and permeabilized using exonuclease I buffer for 30 min at 37 °C and 0.1X 21 

https://support.10xgenomics.com/spatial-gene-expression/datasets
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pepsin (pH 1) for 10 min at 37 °C. The material was processed into libraries as described in Jemt 1 

et al. and sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq using paired-end 300-bp reads17. 2 

Spatial Transcriptomics (10X Genomics Visium) 3 

Visium Spatial Tissue Optimization Slide & Reagent kit (10x Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA) 4 

was used to optimize permeabilization conditions for the tissue sections. One 10µm section from 5 

each patient was processed according to the manufacturer's instructions. Spatially barcoded 6 

cDNA of every tissue section was generated using Visium Spatial Gene Expression Slide & 7 

Reagent kit (10x Genomics). Tissue sections from prostate patient 1 were fixed according to 8 

manufacturer's instructions and permeabilization was performed for 8 min. Sections from 9 

prostate patient 2 were fixed for 10 min using acetone at -20 °C and permeabilized for 15 min. 10 

Childhood brain tumour sections of 12µm were permeabilized for 30 min. Libraries for all tissue 11 

sections were generated following 10x Genomics Visium library preparation protocol and 12 

sequenced on Illumina sequencing instruments. 13 

Data processing  14 

1k arrays: FASTQ files were processed using the ST Pipeline v.1.5.1 software18. Transcripts 15 

were mapped with STAR19 to the GRCh38.79 human reference genomes. Mapped reads were 16 

counted using the HTseq count tool20. Spatial barcodes were demultiplexed using an 17 

implementation of TagGD UMI filtering21 is carried out to remove duplicated reads. A mean of 18 

3582 unique genes and 10734 unique transcripts was obtained per spot after removing spots with 19 

less than 100 genes or transcripts. 20 

10x Visium arrays: Specifics regarding data processing prior to data analysis after 21 

demultiplexing of fastq files has been described elsewhere for the human squamous cell 22 

carcinoma15 and datasets provided from 10x Genomics 23 
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(https://support.10xgenomics.com/spatial-gene-expression/datasets). For the childhood brain 1 

tumour, read 2 was trimmed to remove both the TSO adapter sequence and polyA 2 

homopolymers using Cutadapt22. Trimmed fastq files were then run through Space Ranger 3 

(version 1.0.0, 10x Genomics) where reads were mapped to the human reference genome 4 

(GRCh38, release 93). The raw sequencing reads of the prostate samples were directly processed 5 

using Space Ranger (version 1.0.0 prostate 1, version 1.2.1 prostate 2, 10x Genomics) and 6 

mapped using the same human reference genome as above. A mean of 2334/2104 unique genes 7 

and 10221/5711 unique transcripts was obtained per spot after removing spots with less than 100 8 

genes or transcripts for Patient 1/Patient 2. 9 

Factorized negative binomial regression of prostate samples 10 

GEF analysis was performed as previously described10. In all analyses, we factorized the data 11 

into T = 25, 24 & 20 GEFs (1k, Visium patient 1 and Visium patient 2) and ran the optimization 12 

for 5000 iterations. Spots were annotated based on their section to control for sample-wise batch 13 

effects. 14 

Processing and visualization of non-prostate samples 15 

Data processing and visualization was carried out using Seurat (version 3.2.2)23 and STUtility 16 

(version 0.1.0)24 R packages. UMI counts were filtered (Supplementary Information) and 17 

samples were normalized using SCTransform. Dimensionality reduction was performed using 18 

principal component analysis and the top principal components were used (Supplementary 19 

Information). The expression-based clustering was performed with resolution parameter set to 20 

0.8 for all samples except childhood brain tumour where 0.2 was used (Supplementary 21 

Information). Finally, a two-dimensional UMAP embedding was constructed from the previously 22 

established top principal components for each tissue type. 23 
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Paediatric Tumour DNA sequencing and data analysis 1 

Libraries for WGS were prepared using Illumina TruSeq PCR-free. WGS samples were 2 

sequenced 2x150bp paired-end, on HiSeqX v2.5 (sample 810) or NovaSeq6000 (samples 539 3 

and 659) instruments (Illumina, SanDiego, California). DNA sequence data was processed with 4 

Sarek, following the GATK best-practice recommendations25, on UPPMAX Clusters at Uppsala 5 

University (https://www.uppmax.uu.se/resources/systems/the-bianca-cluster/). Briefly, the steps 6 

run were: quality control of FASTQ files using FASTQC 7 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), alignment of short reads to the 8 

human reference genome sequence (GRCh38/hg38) using bwa-mem, with the ALT-aware option 9 

turned on26, sorting of reads and marking of PCR duplicates with GATK MarkDuplicates and 10 

base quality scores recalibration and joint realignment of reads around insertions and deletions 11 

(indels), using GATK tools (https://github.com/broadinstitute). Tumour CNV profiles were 12 

generated using Control-FREEC27. The matched normal sample was used to call somatic CNVs. 13 

DNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 14 

Optimal cutting temperature (OCT)-embedded block of fresh frozen prostate sample was 15 

sectioned at 5μm thickness and several consecutive sections were mounted on positively charged 16 

microscope slides (VWR) and placed at -80 °C until processing. Sections were fixed with 17 

methanol and acetic acid (3:1 ratio) for 15 minutes at room temperature, washed in 1x PBS, 18 

briefly air-dried followed by H&E staining and imaging. DNA FISH probes containing 19 

MYC/8cen (Cytocell, catalogue number MPD28000) or PTEN/10cent (Cytocell, catalogue 20 

number MPD15000) were added (10-15μl) on top of tissue sections, sandwiched with 18x18 21 

coverslips and sealed with rubber glue (BioNordika AB, catalogue number PCN009). Slides 22 

were placed on a hot plate for exactly 6 minutes at 76 °C for DNA molecules to denature and 23 
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immediately placed inside an incubator with 100% humidity for overnight incubation at 37 °C. 1 

Coverslips were gently removed and slides were washed in a ceramic jar containing prewarmed 2 

0.4x SSC for 3 minutes at 72 °C, transferred to 2x SSC/0.05 TWEEN® 20 for 2 minutes at room 3 

temperature, then quickly washed in 2x SCC and nuclease free water. To reduce the 4 

autofluorescence backgrounds, we applied quenching probes (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 5 

catalogue number R37630) on top of sections, incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature, 6 

washed in 1x PBS, nuclei were counterstained with DAPI and slides were mounted using 7 

mounting medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalogue number S36936). Microscopy images 8 

were acquired using a ×100 1.45 NA objective mounted on an Eclipse inverted microscope 9 

system (Nikon) controlled by the NIS Elements. We collected multiple image stacks per sample, 10 

each consisting of 30-40 focal planes spaced 0.3μm apart. 11 

Pathologist Workflow – Spot-level annotation for prostate patient 1 12 

All Visium spots were annotated on a spot-by-spot basis using the Loupe Browser Version 5.0 13 

(10x Genomics) for the Visium sections by two uro-pathologists (R.C. and T.M.). Using a >50% 14 

cellular coverage threshold, the pathologists annotated spots by histological class, or “Exclude” 15 

(eg. mixed coverage, array regions not covering tissue such as lumens, or if scanning/sectioning 16 

artefact rendered it impossible to determine a histological class). The annotations were cleaned, 17 

unified and visualized in Loupe Browser for review. Next, a consensus workflow where-in R.C. 18 

and T.M. were asked to determine a final annotation class if there were discrepancies between 19 

benign or cancerous luminal epithelial cells. If there were discrepancies between luminal classes 20 

and stroma, A.E. performed review and re-classification, such that if over 50% of cells of one 21 

class could be identified, it was marked as the corresponding class. If there was uncertainty, the 22 

spot was marked as “mixed” and excluded from downstream analysis. The final consensus 23 
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annotation dataset consisted of a total n = 23 282 spots. We defined low-grade prostate cancers 1 

as Gleason Grade Group 1 and high-grade cancer as containing Gleason pattern 4. 2 

Pathologist Workflow – Annotation for prostate patient 2 3 

Prostatic luminal epithelial cells were annotated for 15 Visium sections from prostate 2 for 4 

presence of tumour histology. Luminal epithelial spots from benign tissue sections were analysed 5 

for selection of a benign reference set. Tumour histology was confirmed in sections H3_1, H2_1, 6 

H2_2, and H3_6 using Loupe Brower. 7 

InferCNV – Data Pre-processing 8 

In order to systematically interrogate the data, we developed an R package called 9 

SpatialInferCNV: https://github.com/aerickso/SpatialInferCNV. Additional analyses were 10 

performed using a series of R packages (tidyverse, Seurat, infercnv, hdf5r), python, and BASH 11 

scripts as follows. Histological annotations were imported from the final annotation consensus 12 

files for all sections, and the barcodes were appended with their section identifier. Next, the 13 

annotations were filtered for a given feature of interest. Files output from the cell ranger pipeline 14 

(filtered_feature_bc_matrix.h5) were imported, and barcodes were appended with information of 15 

their corresponding section name. The count files were then filtered only for those within the 16 

analysis of interest. The count files further underwent a quality control (QC) filter3 wherein spots 17 

containing 500 counts or less were removed. The annotations file and counts file were joined for 18 

each section, and these were then all combined into a final matrix that was then output (.tsv file) 19 

for downstream analysis with inferCNV. The barcodes for only those that passed the annotation 20 

and QC filters were merged again with the annotations, and these were separately exported (.tsv) 21 

files for further InferCNV analysis. Lastly, a genomic positions file was created following the 22 

https://github.com/aerickso/SpatialInferCNV
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instructions here: https://github.com/broadinstitute/inferCNV/wiki/instructions-create-genome-1 

position-file. 2 

Selection of Benign References 3 

Inputs to InferCNV can include a reference set of UMI-barcoded objects, in order to improve 4 

precise inference of genomic CN events in the observed population. We first performed an 5 

unsupervised analysis of only the benign reference cells: (Parameters for inferCNV object: 6 

ref_group_names=NULL, Parameters for run: cutoff=0.1, cluster_by_groups=FALSE, 7 

denoise=TRUE). Using the denoised outputs, we identified by visual inspection a subgroup of all 8 

benign that harboured little-to-no inferredCNVs (Extended Data Fig. 4). The associated 9 

dendrogram file (harbouring the cluster structure and each barcode therein) was then further 10 

analysed for node selection. 11 

InferCNV Parameters 12 

For unsupervised SpatialInferCNV analysis, we included the following parameter for the 13 

function CreateInfercnvObject(): chr_exclude = c("chrM"). For the run() function, we used the 14 

following parameter values: the following inferCNV run() parameters were used: “cutoff=0.1, 15 

num_threads = 10, cluster_by_groups=FALSE, denoise=TRUE, HMM=FALSE”. A reference 16 

set was used for all analyses, with the exceptions of defining the reference set, or for if a suitable 17 

reference set was not available (Fig. 4, Extended Data Fig.9). 18 

In supervised SpatialInferCNV analysis (to call inferCNV’s Hidden-Markov Model functions), 19 

InferCNV was run as follows. The node identity file was used in place of the annotation file. The 20 

following “InferCNV run” parameters were used: “cutoff=0.1, num_threads = 10, 21 

cluster_by_groups=TRUE, denoise=TRUE, HMM=TRUE).  22 

https://github.com/broadinstitute/inferCNV/wiki/instructions-create-genome-position-file
https://github.com/broadinstitute/inferCNV/wiki/instructions-create-genome-position-file
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For the global visualization of iCNV events in Fig. 1, we analysed spatial transcriptomics (1k 1 

arrays) data with inferCNV for all 21 sections in a global analysis without a reference set. We 2 

performed the analysis such that each individual spatial transcriptomics spot was ran with the 3 

following inferCNV run() parameters were used: cutoff=0.1, num_threads = 10, 4 

cluster_by_groups=FALSE, denoise=TRUE, HMM=TRUE, analysis_mode = "cells", 5 

HMM_report_by = "cell"”. To spatially visualize global iCNV profiles across an entire prostate, 6 

we then determined the number of individual genes detected to harbour an inferred CN gain or 7 

loss. To reduce background noise in the visualization, the resultant HMM calls were thresholded 8 

for the number of gene-level iCNV events present in at least 35% of all spots across the entire 9 

dataset, and in at least 45% of the spots of a given section. These thresholds were selected after 10 

detailed interrogation of thresholds ranging from 10-90% in 5% increments with positive, 11 

neutral, and negative control sections for visual consistency. 12 

Clone Selection 13 

The dendrogram tree with numerical node identities was visualized, nodes were extracted, and 14 

the specific barcodes (Visium Spots) were digitally selected and assigned a clone identity. All 15 

members of a given analysis were merged, and a CSV file containing the clone identity and the 16 

barcode was output for each Visium section. 17 

Clone Visualization 18 

Loupe Browser Version 5.0 (10x Genomics) was used to spatially visualize resultant clones from 19 

clone selection. For the manuscript, if a clone in a given section had ≤ 10 1k or Visium spots, it 20 

was not visualized.  21 
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Clone Tree consensus iCNV event calling 1 

Both HMM iCNVs, and manual interpretation of denoised outputs were used to identify putative 2 

subclonal CNVs. These were then merged in a final consensus set for building clone trees 3 

(Supplementary Table 1, 2). Briefly, trees were constructed by identifying where CNVs were 4 

shared across clusters identified above as, under the assumption that a CNV cannot be reversed 5 

once it occurs, this indicates the cells in those clusters share a common ancestry. We therefore 6 

used this logic to identify ancestral relationships between clusters and build the clone tree. 7 

Clone Trees – Branch Lengths 8 

To semi-quantitatively depict the ‘evolutionary distance’ between subclones, we determined the 9 

branch lengths by taking the logarithm (base 2) of the number of additional CNVs in the 10 

descendant clone, and adding an arbitrary value to ensure that branches were always visible even 11 

with few CNV differences.  The formula is given as 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 = 100 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2�|𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑|−  �𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝�� + 300, 12 

where bk is the length of branch k in pixels. 13 

Clone Trees – Clone Diameters 14 

We scaled the size of each circle denoting a clone by the proportion of spots in the sample that 15 

was assigned to a clone using the formula 𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙 = 10 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙), where dl denotes the circle diameter 16 

in pixels, sl is the number of spots that correspond to a clone. 17 

SpatialInferCNV Parameters (Fig. 4) 18 

Patient-matched, scRNAseq data from dissociated normal skin cells were analysed for selection 19 

(previously described) of a benign reference set. This reference set was then used as a reference 20 

control for all ST spots in section T28. Node selection was performed (previously described). 21 

One pathologist (R.C.) annotated the resultant clones with the percentage of spots for each clone 22 
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that harboured either “Stroma”, “Tumour Epithelia”, or “Non-Invasive Epithelia” (table S9). For 1 

inferCNV analysis of the childhood brain tumour, Patient 2 and 3 were selected as reference 2 

samples to patient 1. The selected reference samples appeared to demonstrate little to no inferred 3 

CNV gains and losses as shown by Extended data fig. 10. 4 

RNA vs DNA phylogenies analysis of previously published single-cell data 5 

DNA and RNA data, co-extracted from single tumour cells, were obtained from publicly 6 

available data repositories3. Genomic and transcriptomic libraries were aligned to GRCh38.79. 7 

DNA-based CNV profiles were analysed and clustered by GINKGO: 8 

https://github.com/robertaboukhalil/ginkgo30. RNA-profiles were analysed by inferCNV, without 9 

a reference set, using default parameters. Tanglegrams of hierarchical clustering of both DNA-10 

based Copy-Number Profiles and RNA-based inferred Copy-Number Profiles were then 11 

analysed by the R package Dendextend31. 12 

RNA vs DNA phylogenies from published prostate data 13 

RNA data were obtained for patient A21 4,28, patient 499 5, and Cases 6, 7 and 8 6. For patients 14 

A21 and 499, only a subset of all specimens had transcript data available. For cases 6, 7, and 8, 15 

only RNA microarray data were available, precluding their analyses by inferCNV. The 16 

transcriptomes were aligned to GRCh38.79, and RNA counts were obtained. These were then 17 

processed into inferCNV objects, and ran with standard inferCNV settings, without a reference 18 

set. Dendrograms from the inferCNV outputs were then visualized using the R. For Cases 6, 7, 19 

and 8, we used R scripts to implement a framework to generate phylogenetic trees directly from 20 

transcriptomic data21.  21 
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Synthetic Data – Generative Process 1 

To evaluate our application of the computational method InferCNV to spatial transcriptomics 2 

data, we designed a generative process that results in an in silico spatial transcriptomics 3 

experiment of a tissue with a known - and spatially structured - clonotype population. In short, 4 

we construct a spatial domain (representing a tissue region) in which we place a set of virtual 5 

cells with a common genome structure, and then let these cells populate the tissue region by 6 

simulating growth. In the process, at every time point, cells can move, generate offspring, die or 7 

stay stagnant. The generative process above is implemented in Python code and available as a 8 

CLI application that can be accessed at GitHub https://github.com/almaan/growmeatissue. The 9 

GitHub repository also contains more extensive documentation and examples of how to use the 10 

code, the exact parameters - defined in a TOML design file - used to produce the presented data 11 

are included in Supplementary Data 1. 12 

Synthetic Data - Evaluation 13 

The process described above was used to generate a set of synthetic data incorporating a single 14 

chromosome, from which the obtained spatial gene expression data together with associated 15 

annotations were entered as input to spatial InferCNV, this data can be found in the mendeley 16 

repository. The synthetic data was analysed according to the same procedure as previously 17 

outlined for the real data, providing, as output, information regarding the clonal population as 18 

determined from the inferred genomic state. To compare the results with the ground truth we 19 

focused exclusively on the set of cells not being used as a reference (non-benign). Spatial 20 

InferCNV assigns a state (either three or six depending on which hidden markov model approach 21 

is used) to every gene in each clone; we converted these states into a categorization that was 22 

more suitable for comparison according to the following scheme, given as “spatial inferCNV 23 
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state” - “new category”: 1 - deletion, 2 - deletion, 3 - neutral, 4 - amplification, 5 - amplification, 1 

6 - amplification. For the ground truth data, we computed the average copy number of all cells 2 

assigned to each spot and rounded this value to the nearest integer. We considered a gene (within 3 

a clone) as deleted if the rounded average copy number within the given clone was less than one, 4 

amplified if it was higher than one, and neutral if it was equal to one. Having cast the two data 5 

sets (real and synthetic) into comparable formats, we then computed the accuracy (within each 6 

clone) as the number of equal gene annotations (deletion, neutral, amplifications) between the 7 

ground truth and the (from spatial InferCNV) inferred results.  8 
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